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LOCAL COMPLEMENTATION AND THE EXTENSION OF

BILINEAR MAPPINGS

J.M.F. CASTILLO, A. DEFANT, R. GARCÍA, D. PÉREZ-GARCÍA, J. SUÁREZ

Abstract. We study different aspects of the connections between local theory
of Banach spaces and the problem of the extension of bilinear forms from
subspaces of Banach spaces. Among other results, we prove that if X is not a
Hilbert space then one may find a subspace of X for which there is no Aron-
Berner extension. We also obtain that the extension of bilinear forms from all
the subspaces of a given X forces such X to contain no uniform copies of ℓn

p
for

p ∈ [1, 2). In particular, X must have type 2−ε for every ε > 0. Also, we show
that the bilinear version of the Lindenstrauss-Pe lczyński and Johnson-Zippin
theorems fail. We will then consider the notion of locally α-complemented
subspace for a reasonable tensor norm α, and study the connections between
α-local complementation and the extendability of α∗ -integral operators.

1. Introduction

The importance of the Hahn-Banach theorem in the linear theory of Banach
spaces has encouraged the study of possible non-linear versions. Nevertheless, it is
not difficult to see that there is no hope for a general Hahn-Banach result in this
non-linear situation and the case of the scalar product in a Hilbert space is clear:
this bilinear form can be extended from ℓ2 to a bigger superspace X if and only
if ℓ2 is complemented in X . The same happens to every Banach space isomorphic
to its dual [13]. There are however several interesting partial results. Curiously
enough, there seem to be only two types of positive results: crude extension results
and results involving linearity of the extension process. The two main sections of
this paper, Sections 3 and 4, will study these two aspects of the extension problem
for bilinear forms separately, as we describe now.

The general context for the problem is to take Y a subspace of X and consider
the restriction operator R : B(X)→ B(Y ) between the spaces of bilinear (or, more
generally, multilinear) continous forms.

(1) When is R surjective? (i.e., when does there exist an extension, or else, a
Hahn-Banach type theorem for bilinear forms?). The problem is considered
in Section 3. Previous work can be found in [12, 13, 8, 17, 26, 30, 35]. Very
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recently, this question has been related to Bell inequalities in Quantum In-
formation Theory [36]. Our results in this line nicely complement those in
[22].

(2) When does, moreover, R admit a linear and continuous section? (i.,e
when does there exist an Aron-Berner type extension theorem for bilin-
ear forms?). This aspect of the problem is considered in Section 4 and
connected with the complementation of the base spaces. Previous work in
this direction can be found in [3, 7, 12, 8, 20, 24, 41].

The paper is thus organized as follows: after this introduction and a “preliminar-
ies” section, we treat in section 3 the possibility of extension theorems for bilinear
forms. A combination of homological techniques and local theory of Banach spaces
shows that most classical extension theorems for linear operators fail for bilinear
forms: indeed, no Lindenstrauss-Pe lczyński [31] or Johnson-Zippin [27] theorems
remain valid in the bilinear setting. Contrarily to what occurs with Maurey’s ex-
tension theorem [19]: we obtain an analogue for bilinear forms and show that if all
bilinear forms on subspaces of X can be extended to X then X must have type
2− ε for every ε > 0 and weak type 2 (see Theorem 1).

In section 4 we study the possibility of having linear continuous extension for
bilinear forms, also called Aron-Berner extension. It is well known [12, 20, 41] that
the existence of Aron-Berner extension for bilinear forms implies local complemen-
tation, which immediately implies, for instance, that the only subspaces of an L∞
(resp. L1) space admitting Aron-Berner extension are those of the same type. Since
the only space all whose subspaces are locally complemented is the Hilbert space,
it follows that the only space for which there exists Aron-Berner extension for all
its subspaces is the Hilbert space (see Theorem 3). We will extend the result for a
finitely generated tensor norm (see Theorem 2).

In section 5, we study the local character of multi-linear extension with respect
to a finitely generated tensor norm α. We introduce the notion of local α-extension
(see definition 2) and characterize when an α-polynomial (resp. multilinear) may be
extended to an α-polynomial (resp. multilinear) (see Theorems 4 and 5). Finally,
we extend the notion of locally complemented subspace to a locally α-complemented
subspace, and show that it leads to the extendability of α∗ -integral operators (see
Theorem 7).

2. Notation and Preliminares

In [16] the interested reader can find the most important tensor norms on tensor
products of Banach spaces ( ε, π, ω2, ...). Given a Banach space X , we denote by
FIN(X) or COFIN(X), respectively, the set of all isometric finite dimensional or
finite codimensional closed subspaces of X .

Given a tensor norm α on E1 ⊗ ... ⊗ Em, we say that α is finitely generated
if for z ∈ ⊗m

α Ei the norm can be computed as ‖z‖⊗m
α
Ei

= inf{‖z‖⊗m
α
Mi

: Mi ∈
FIN(Ei)}.
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Let α be a finitely generated tensor norm. We denote by A(E1, ..., Em) :=

(⊗̃
m

α Ei)
∗ the ideal of multi-linear maps associated to α, see [23]. We denote the

norm in this space by ‖ · ‖A. Under the natural identification, we will also refer to
A(E1, ..., Em) as the space of α∗-integral m-forms on E1× ...×Em, this is, the space
of all m-linear maps ϕ on E1 × ... × Em such that Lϕ ∈ A(E1, ..., Em) endowed
with the norm ‖ϕ‖α∗ := ‖Lϕ‖A. We denote Am(E) if E = Ei for all i.

A Banach space X is said to be an Lp for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ if there exist a constant
λ > 0 such that for every finite dimensional subspace E of X there exists another
finite dimensional subspace F of X with F ⊇ E and d(F, ℓdimF

p ) ≤ λ.

A Banach space X is said to have type p (resp. cotype q) for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 (resp.
2 ≤ q ≤ ∞) if there is a constant C such that for all finite subsets x1, . . . , xn of X

∥∥∥
∑

rixi

∥∥∥
L2[0,1]

≤ C
(∑

‖xi‖
p
)1/p

(
resp.

(∑
‖xi‖

p
)1/p

≤ C
∥∥∥
∑

rixi

∥∥∥
L2[0,1]

)
,

where ri denotes the i-th Rademacher function. We recall that Lp-spaces have
type min{p, 2} and cotype max{2, p} and that a Banach space has both type 2 and
cotype 2 if and only if it is isomorphic to a Hilbert space, see e.g. [38].

A Banach space X is said to have weak type 2 [39, p. 172] if there is a constant C
and a δ ∈ (0, 1), so that whenever E is a subspace of X and an operator T : E → ℓn2 ,
there is an orthogonal projection P on ℓn2 of rank > δn and an operator S : X → ℓn2
with

Sx = PTx for all x ∈ E, and ‖S‖ ≤ C‖T ‖.

It is clear that type 2 implies weak type 2, although the converse fails.

2.1. Locally complemented subspaces and short exact sequence. A short
exact sequence of Banach spaces and linear continuous operators is a diagram

0 −−−−→ Y
i

−−−−→ X
q

−−−−→ Z −−−−→ 0

in which the image of each arrow coincides with the kernel of the following one.
The open mapping theorem ensures that, given a sort exact sequence as before, Y
is a subspace of X (i is an injection map) and Z is the corresponding quotient X/Y
(q is a quotient map). The dual sequence

0 −−−−→ Z∗ q∗

−−−−→ X∗ i∗
−−−−→ Y ∗ −−−−→ 0

is also exact also. An exact sequence is said to split if Y is complemented in X ;
which means that there is a linear continuous projection p : X → Y . The sequence
is said to locally split if the dual sequence splits.

Definition 1 ([29]). Let Y be a subspace of X through a map i. We say that Y
is locally complemented in X (through i) if there exists a constant λ > 0 such that
for every F ∈ FIN(X) there exist a retract rF : F → Y , this is rF i = id, with
‖rF ‖ ≤ λ. For the quantitative version we will say locally λ-complemented. i.e.;
the exact sequence 0→ Y → X → Z → 0 λ-locally splits.

Kalton proved in [29] that the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) Y is locally λ-complemented in X through i
(2) Y ∗ is λ-complemented in X∗ through i∗
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(3) Every finite rank operator T : Y → F can be extended to X , say by T̃ with

‖T̃‖ ≤ λ‖T ‖.

It is therefore clear that Y is locally (λ) complemented in X if and only if the
exact sequence 0 → Y → X → Z → 0 (λ) locally splits; and this happens if and
only if the dual sequence 0→ Z∗ → X∗ → Y ∗ → 0 (λ) splits.

We borrow from homological algebra the notation Ext(Z, Y ) = 0 to mean that
all exact sequences 0 → Y → X → Z → 0 split. In [12] a homological approach
was applied to the problem of extendibility of bilinear forms from Y to X to show:

• If Ext(Y, (X/Y )∗) = 0 and Ext(X/Y,X∗) = 0 then all bilinear forms on Y
extend to X .

• If Ext(X/Y, Y ∗) = 0 and Ext(X, (X/Y )∗) = 0 then all bilinear forms on Y
extend to X .

This immediately implies that bilinear forms on L1 subspaces of L1 spaces extend
to the bigger space (as well as bilinear form on subspaces of L∞ spaces inducing
L∞-quotients) ([14, 29]). And all bilinear forms on Y extend to L1 if only if
Ext(Y, (L1/Y )∗) = 0, equivalently Ext(L1/Y, Y

∗) = 0 (see [12, Thm. 2.3 ] ).

3. Hahn-Banach type extension theorems for bilinear forms

The problem of the extension of –even scalar!– bilinear forms is still mostly
open. There is only a small number of papers [7, 12, 13, 8, 9, 17, 30] in which a
few techniques are developed.

Let us briefly recall the existing basic extension theorems for linear continuous
operators: the Hahn-Banach theorem, the Lindenstrauss-Pe lczyński theorem [31],
the Johnson-Zippin theorem [27] and Maurey’s theorem [19]. Are there analogues
for bilinear forms?

3.1. Bilinear Lindenstrauss-Pe lczyński theorem. The Lindenstrauss - Pe lczyń
ski theorem [31] establishes that every C(K)-valued operator defined on a subspace
of c0 can be extended to the whole c0. Thus, can bilinear forms defined on sub-
spaces of c0 be extended to c0? The answer is a sounding no. Let (Fn)n denote a
sequence of finite dimensional Banach spaces uniformly isomorphic to their duals.

Proposition 1. Let X be a Banach space containing a non-locally complemented
subspace isomorphic to c0(Fn). There is a bilinear form on c0(Fn) that cannot be
extended to X.

Proof. Observe that the hipothesis already implies lim dimFn = +∞ since c0 is
locally complemented in any superspace. Let, for each n ∈ N, τn : Fn → F ∗

n be
an isomorphism so that supn ‖τn‖‖τ

−1
n ‖ = M < +∞. Since c0(F) is not locally

complemented in X , the dual sequence

0 −−−−→ c0(Fn)⊥ −−−−→ X∗ −−−−→ ℓ1(F ∗
n) −−−−→ 0

does not split, where c0(Fn)⊥ = (X/c0(Fn))∗. This exactly means that any lifting
of the canonical inclusion jn : F ∗

n → ℓ1(F ∗
n) to X∗ must have norm greater than or
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equal to g(n) with lim g(n) = +∞. Let σ ∈ ℓ1 be such that limσng(n) = +∞. We
define the “diagonal” operator

Dσ : c0(Fn) −→ ℓ1(F ∗
n)

given by D[(fn)n] = (σnτnfn)n. Let J : c0(F ∗
n) → c0(Fn) be the isomorphism

J(gn) = (τ−1
n gn). The existence of a lifting D′ : c0(Fn) → X∗ for D would imply

the existence of a lifting D′J for DJ with norm at most ‖D′‖M . Thus, there are
uniformly bounded liftings for the restrictions DJ|F∗

n
= σnjn, in contradiction with

the assumption limσng(n) = +∞. �

Corollary 1. Let X be a Banach space containing uniform copies of ℓn2 not uni-
formly complemented. There are bilinear forms on some subspace of c0(X) that
cannot be extended to the whole c0(X).

Proof. BY the hypothesis, X contains copies jn : ℓn2 → X , hence c0(X) contains
c0(ℓn2 ) via the natural isomorphism (jn) : c0(ℓn2 ) → c0(X). If this c0(ℓn2 ) is lo-
cally complemented, the canonical projections pn : c0(ℓn2 )→ ℓn2 could be uniformly
extended to c0(X), yielding uniformly complemented copies of ℓn2 , against the hy-
pothesis. �

An obvious corollary is:

Corollary 2. There is a bilinear form on a subspace of c0 that cannot be extended
to c0.

This shows that no bilinear Lindenstrauss-Pe lczyński theorem about the exten-
sion of C(K)-valued operators on subspaces of c0 is possible.

Remarks. There are aspects of this problem not well understood. Observe that a
subspace Y of c0 is locally complemented if and only if it is an L∞-space, in which
case [2] it must be isomorphic to c0. Thus, c0(Fn) is not locally complemented in
c0 unless it is isomorphic to c0; which implies that the spaces Fn must be uniformly
complemented in c0, hence in some ℓm∞. It is however a hard open problem, see
[34], to determine if a sequence Fn of finite dimensional Banach spaces uniformly
complemented in ℓm∞ must be uniformly isomorphic to ℓk∞. On the other hand, it
follows from [12] that if a subspace Y of c0 admits the extension of bilinear forms to
c0 then it is a Hilbert-Schmidt space, namely L(Y, ℓ2) = Π2(Y, ℓ2). For a subspace
of the form c0(Fn) this condition implies that there is a uniform constant C so that
for every n the π2-summing norm and the standard operator norm are C-equivalent
on L(Fn, ℓ

n
2 ). We do not know if this condition implies that the Fn are uniformly

complemented in ℓm∞. All this together suggests:
The c0-conjecture. A subspace of c0 on which every bilinear form can be ex-
tended to the whole c0 is isomorphic to c0.

3.2. Bilinear Johnson-Zippin theorem. The Johnson-Zippin theorem [27] es-
tablishes that L∞-valued operators defined on weak*- subspaces of ℓ1 can be ex-
tended to the whole ℓ1. Again, there is no bilinear Johnson-Zippin theorem. Indeed,
one has

Proposition 2. Let (Fn) be a sequence of finite dimensional Banach spaces that is
dense, in the Banach-Mazur distance, in the family of all finite dimensional Banach
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spaces. If H is any subspace of c0 such that H∗ = ℓ1(Fn) then there are bilinear
forms on H⊥ that cannot be extended to ℓ1.

Proof. Standard facts from homological algebra (see [13], or else [11]) yield that for
a subspace A of ℓ1 the assertion “all operators L(A,B) can be extended to ℓ1” can
be reformulated as Ext(ℓ1/A,B) = 0. Hence, given H ⊂ c0 that all bilinear forms
on H⊥ –i.e., operators from L(H⊥, H∗∗)– can be extended to ℓ1 is equivalent to
Ext(H∗, (c0/H)∗∗) = 0, see [13, Theorem 2.3]. In the situation we are considering
this means Ext(ℓ1(Fn), (c0/H)∗∗) = 0. But this means that Ext(Fn, (c0/H)∗∗) = 0
uniformly on n –see [10]– from where it follows that (c0/H)∗∗ is an L∞-space. But
then also c0/H must be an L∞-space, which would make ℓ1(Fn) an L1-space, which
is impossible. �

An immediate corollary is:

Corollary 3. Every L1-space admits a bilinear form on a subspace that cannot be
extended to the whole space.

This is somewhat surprising since every bilinear form on L1-spaces can be ex-
tended to L1-superspaces (see [13]). The surprise passes when one is shown that
the case of ℓ1 is essentially the unique possible: it has been shown in [17] that if
a subspace Y , with unconditional basis, of an L1-space is such that every m-linear
form ϕ on Y extends to one ϕ̃ on the whose space with ‖ϕ̃‖ ≤ Cm‖ϕ‖, then Y = ℓ1.

After this shock of negative results let us present a positive one. It is well known
that Maurey’s extension theorem admits a bilinear version so we provide a sort of
converse.

Theorem 1.

(1) (Maurey) If X has type 2, then every bilinear form on a subspace of X can
be extended to the whole X.

(2) If every bilinear form on every subspace of X can be extended to X then X
must have type 2− ε for every ε > 0.

Proof. It is clear that the first claim goes back to Maurey’s extension Theorem [19,
Corollary 12.23]. For the second, let us assume that there exists p < 2 such that ℓp
is finitely representable in X . Then ℓnp is uniformly embedded in X via jn : ℓnp →֒ X .
By the construction given in [4, Theorem 3.1] to obtain an un-complemented copy
of ℓ2 in Lp we can consider Tn : ℓn2 → En ⊂ Lp to be uniformly bounded embed-
dings with no uniformly bounded projections. Moreover, for every n, there exist

(1 + ε)-embeddings Φn : En → ℓ
k(n)
p ⊂ Lp, for k(n) sufficiently large. So we have

embeddings in = Φn ◦ Tn : ℓn2 → ℓ
k(n)
p , that are uniformly bounded and with no

uniformly bounded projections:

ℓn2
in−−−−→ ℓ

k(n)
p

jn
−−−−→ X

In

y Ĩn

y Ĩn

y

ℓn2 ←−−−− ℓ
k(n)
p∗ ←−−−− X∗
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where In : ℓn2 → ℓn2 is the identity (Riesz-duality) associated to the bilinear scalar
product. Since we can extend bilinear forms from subspaces of X , we can do it with
a uniform constant (by the closed graph theorem). And this contradicts the fact
that the in’s do not have uniformly bounded projections. Since ℓp is not finitely
representable for p ∈ [1, 2), by Maurey-Pisier Theorem [38, Theorem 3.11], X has
type 2− ε for every ε > 0. �

The result is somehow optimal since the converse to (2) fails: the Kalton-Peck
space Z2 [28] has type 2− ε for every ε > 0 and contains an uncomplemented copy
of ℓ2. Consequently, the canonical bilinear form on ℓ2 cannot be extended to Z2.

Nevertheless, we can still improve it a little turning in a different direction.
Recall that a Banach space X is said to en enjoy the Maurey extension property
(MEP) if for every subspace E ⊂ X all linear continuous operators E → ℓ2 can
be extended to operators X → ℓ2. It is not to hard to show that MEP can be
reformulated in finite dimensional terms: there is a constant C > 0 such that for
all finite dimensional subspaces F ⊂ X all norm one operators F → ℓ2 can be
extended to operators X → ℓ2 with norm at most C. Type 2 spaces have MEP,
and a theorem of Milman and Pisier [33, Th. 10] establishes that X must have weak
type 2. One has:

Proposition 3. If a Banach space X is such that all bilinear forms on all subspaces
can be extended to X then X has the Maurey extension property, hence it must have
weak type 2.

Proof. The failure of MEP means the existence of a sequence (Fn) of finite di-
mensional subspaces of X and norm one operators φn : Fn → ℓ2 such that any
extension of φn to X has norm at least g(n) with lim g(n) = +∞. Let σ ∈ ℓ1 such
that limσng(n) = +∞. Standard techniques —see [34]– allow us to assume that
(Fn) forms a finite-dimensional decomposition of its closed linear span ΣFn. This
subspace of X admits the bilinear form Φ : ΣFn → (ΣFn)∗ defined as

Φ((fn))(gn) =
∑

σn < φnfn, φngn >,

which cannot be extended to X .
�

There are other situations in which it is possible to extend bilinear forms: such
is the case of L∞-spaces such as A(D) -the disk algebra-, H∞ or Pisier’s spaces P
verifying P ⊗̂εP = P ⊗̂πP . Actually, it was proved in [12, Theorem 2.2] that every
bilinear form on Y extends to any super-space iff Y ⊗̂ω2

Y = Y ⊗̂πY .

We conclude this section with a final remark. One additional obstruction to
the possibility of obtaining extension theorems for bilinear forms is the following:
bilinear forms are not, as a rule, weakly sequentially continuous (wsc, in short);
and the scalar product in a Hilbert space is the perfect example. Nevertheless, all
C(K)-spaces, as all spaces having the Dunford-Pettis property, have all bilinear
forms wsc. Therefore the only chance to have an extension theorem for bilinear
forms from a Banach space X to some superspace C(K) is that all bilinear forms
on X must be wsc. This conditions is however not enough, since all subspaces of
c0 have the Dunford-Pettis property and, as we have already shown, many of them
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admit bilinear forms that cannot be extended to c0; the extension to bigger C(K)-
spaces is impossible too by [12, Proposition 2.1]. On the positive side, bilinear
forms on A(D) or on L∞-spaces can be extended to any superspace [12, Example
1].

4. Linear continuous extension of bilinear forms

The Aron-Berner [3] type extensions of bilinear forms is linear continuous exten-
sion and was shown to be equivalent to local complementation in [12, 20, 41].

Proposition 4. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) Y is locally complemented in X through j.
(2) Y ⊗̂πY is locally complemented in X⊗̂πX (through j ⊗ j).
(3) There exists an extension operator Φ2 : B(Y )→ B(X). i.e.; B(Y ) is com-

plemented in B(X).
(3) There exists an extension operator Φn : L(nY ) → L(nX). i.e.; L(nY ) is

complemented in L(nX).

In particular, since L∞-spaces are locally complemented in every subspace, they
always admit linear continuous extension of bilinear forms to any superspace. A
partial positive answer to the c0-conjecture can be presented.

Proposition 5. A subspace Y of c0(Γ) admits the extension of bilinear forms to
c0(Γ) in a linear and continuous form if and only if it is isomorphic to some c0(I).
The same is true for n-linear maps.

Proof. By the proposition above, Y must be locally complemented in c0(Γ), hence
it must be an L∞ space, and therefore [25], it must be isomorphic to some c0(I). �

Proposition 4 easily extends to the multilinear setting.

Theorem 2. Let be j : Y →֒ X and α a finitely generated m-tensor norm. The
following conditions are equivalent:

(1) Y is locally complemented in X (through j).

(2) ⊗̃
m

α Y is locally complemented in ⊗̃
m

α X (through ⊗m
α j)

(3) Am(Y ) is complemented in Am(X)

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Take F ∈ FIN(⊗m
α X) and notice that F ⊆ ⊗mFi with Fi ∈

FIN(X) . Consider for each i a retraction rFi
: Fi → Y and thus over F we have

the retraction ⊗mrFi
(restricted to F).

(2)⇒ (1) follows from the general fact: “if Y is locally complemented in X and
Y0 ⊆ Y , X0 ⊆ X are complemented subspaces such that Y0 ⊆ X0 then Y0 is locally
complemented in X0.”

(2)⇔ (3) is exactly the equivalence (1)⇔ (2) in [29, Theorem. 3.5]. �

The proof of (1)⇒ (2) yields that when Y is λ-locally complemented in X , then

every α-integral m-form T on Y can be extended to an α-integral m-form T̃ on X

with ‖T̃‖ ≤ λm+1‖T ‖. This condition of extension with control of the norms was
recently used in [17] and is the right condition to deal with extensions of holomor-
phic functions, see [17]. On the other hand taking an uncomplemented copy of ℓ1
inside ℓ1, see [5], one can see that this extension with control of the norms is not
equivalent to local complementation.
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There is a partial converse to Proposition 4, which can be understood as the local
version of the classical Lindentrauss-Tzafriri theorem [32]. It essentially appears in
Fakhoury [21, Thm. 3.7], implicitly in [1, Lemma 12.4.3]) and has been recently
and independently obtained by Fernández Unzueta and Prieto [22, Thm. 2.1]. For
the sake of completeness we include a clean draft for the proof.

Theorem 3. A Banach space X is a Hilbert space if and only if every subspace is
locally complemented .

Proof. For the non-trivial implication let us take an infinite dimensional space X
such that all of its subspaces are locally complemented. Let us define λX(Y ) as the
infimum of the local complementation constants of Y in X and

λs(X) = sup{λX(Y ) : Y ⊂ X} .

Assume that λs(X) = ∞. First, is clear that for every subspace Y of finite codi-
mension λs(Y ) =∞.

Let E1 be a finite dimensional subspace of X with λX(E1) ≥ 1. Using a standard
argument a local theory (see, [15, Theorem 1] or [1, Lemma 12.4.3]) there is a finite
codimensional subspace Y1 such that the natural projection of E1 ⊕ Y1 to E1 has
norm ≤ 2.

We now inductively construct a sequence of disjoint finite dimensional subspaces
(En) and finite codimensional subspaces (Yn) such that

En+1 ⊂ Yn; Yn+1 ⊂ Yn, λX(En) ≥ n

and such that the projection constant from E1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ En ⊕ Yn to E1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ En

has norm ≤ 2. Let Y be the following subspace of X :

Y = {
∑

en : en ∈ En

and
∑

en converges in X}. Y is a subspace of X and has the Schauder decompo-
sition (En). It is clear that the natural projection of Y to En has norm at most 4,
which implies that Y cannot be locally complemented in X .

All this together means that we have shown that λs(X) < ∞. In particular,
this implies that there is a uniform constant –λs(X)– co that all finite dimensional
subspaces of X are λs(X)-complemented in X . What remains is to follow the final
step in the proof of the Lindenstrauss-Tzafriri classical theorem; see e.g. [1, Thm
12.4.2]. �

This characterization should be compared with the type of results in [21].

Corollary 4. There is no Banach space X such that every infinite dimensional
subspace is an L∞-space.

Corollary 5. Given any Banach, non-Hilbert, space X there always exist a weak*-
closed uncomplemented subspace of X∗.

5. Localization with respect to other tensor norms

It is part of the common believing that the extension of multi-linear forms is a
local phenomenon. A different thing is to precise in which sense or senses this is
true. Here we present a natural generalization of an idea presented in [12]. We
need to introduce some definitions.

By a normed ideal of n-linear continuous operators between Banach spaces ([37])
we mean a pair (A, ‖ · ‖A) such that
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(1) A(E1, ..., En;F ) = A ∩ L(E1, ..., En;F ) is linear and ‖ · ‖|A(E1,...,En;F ) is a
norm.

(2) If Tj ∈ L(Gj ;Ej), ϕ ∈ A(E1, ..., En;F ) and S ∈ L(F ;G) then the composi-
tion S◦ϕ◦(T1, ..., Tn) is inA and ‖S◦ϕ◦(T1, ..., Tn)‖A ≤ ‖S‖‖ϕ‖A‖T1‖...‖Tn‖.

(3) The map {Kn ∋ (x1, ..., xn) → x1 · · · xn ∈ K} belongs to A with corre-
sponding A-norm equal 1.

An ideal (A, ‖ · ‖A) is called maximal if the condition

‖ϕ‖Amax := sup{‖QF
L ◦ ϕ|M1×...×Mn

‖A : Mj ∈ FIN(Ej), L ∈ COFIN(F )} <∞

implies that ϕ ∈ A and ‖ϕ‖A = ‖ϕ‖Amax holds (where QF
L : F → L is the projec-

tion). Given an ideal (A, ‖ · ‖A), its maximal envelope is defined as the linear set
Amax := {ϕ ∈ M(E1, ...En) : ‖ϕ‖Amax <∞} endowed with the norm ‖ · ‖Amax .

A subclass Q ⊂ Pn of n-homogeneous continuous scalar-valued polynomials on
Banach spaces is called an ideal if

(1) Q(E) = Pn ∩Q is a linear subspace of Pn(E) for all Banach spaces E.
(2) If T ∈ L(E;F ), q ∈ Q(F ) then q ◦ T ∈ Q.
(3) The map {K ∋ z → zn ∈ K} belongs to Q.

If ‖ · ‖Q : Q → [0,∞] satisfies
(4) ‖ · ‖Q|Q(E) is a norm for all Banach spaces E.
(5) ‖q ◦ T ‖Q ≤ ‖T ‖

n‖q‖Q in the situation of (2).
(6) ‖{K ∋ z → zn ∈ K}‖Q = 1,

then (Q, ‖ · ‖Q) is called a normed ideal of n-homogeneous polynomials. For
(Q, ‖ · ‖Q) and q ∈ Pn(E) define ‖q‖Qmax

:= sup{‖q|M‖Q |M ∈ FIN(E)} ∈ [0,∞].
(Q, ‖ · ‖Q) is called maximal if every q ∈ Pn(E) with ‖q‖Qmax

< ∞ is in Q and
‖q‖Q = ‖q‖Qmax

. Given an ideal (Q, ‖ · ‖Q), we define its maximal envelope, as
before, like Qmax := {q ∈ Pn(E) : ‖q‖Qmax

< ∞} endowed with the norm
‖ · ‖Qmax

. (Q, ‖ · ‖Q) is called ultrastable if for every ultrafilter U the following
holds: For qι ∈ Q(Eι) with supι∈I ‖qι‖Q < ∞ one has limU qι ∈ Q((Eι)U) and
‖ limU qι‖Q ≤ sup‖qι‖Q (and hence ≤ limU ‖qι‖Q).

Definition 2. Let ji : Yi → Xi be embeddings, i = 1, ..., n, and α a finitely
generated tensor norm. We say that the multi-linear mapping ϕ :

∏
Yi → K admits

a local α-extension to
∏

Xi through
∏

ji if there exists a constant λ such that
∀Ei ∈ FIN(Yi), Fi ∈ FIN(Xi) we have that, for iE :

∏
Ei →

∏
Yi, ϕiE :

∏
Ei → K

admits an extension ϕ̃ :
∏

(Ei + Fi)→ K through (ji)
m
i=1 with ‖ϕ̃‖α∗ ≤ λ‖ϕiE‖α∗ .

Equivalently, LϕiE ∈ (⊗̃
m

α Ei)
∗ admits an extension Lϕ̃ ∈ (⊗̃

m

α (Ei + Fi))
∗ with

‖Lϕ̃‖A ≤ λ‖LϕiE‖A.

For the quantitative version we shall say ϕ admits a local (α, λ)-extension. As
in [12] local extension gives full extension.

Theorem 4. Let ji : Yi →֒ Xi be an isometric embedding for i = 1, ...,m and α
a finitely generated tensor norm. For a given multilinear map ϕ :

∏
Yi → K with

‖ϕ‖α∗ <∞, the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) ϕ admits a local (α, λ)-extension to
∏

Xi.
(2) ϕ admits a full extension to

∏
Xi, say ϕ̃, with ‖ϕ̃‖α∗ ≤ λ‖ϕ‖α∗.

Proof. For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} take an ultrafilter Ui dominating the filter induced
by the natural order on the couples (Ei, Fi) with Ei ∈ FIN(Yi), Fi ∈ FIN(Xi) and
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consider the ultrafilter U =
∏m

i=1 Ui on I :=
∏m

i=1 (FIN(Yi),FIN(Xi)). Thanks to

Theorem 3.4 in [23] we know that the ideal A(Y1, ..., Ym) := (⊗̃
m

α Yi)
∗ is max-

imal and ultrastable. For our fixed ϕ :
∏

Yi → K and for each ι ∈ I, ι =∏m
i=1(Ei, Fi), we have that ϕiE , where iE :

∏
Ei →֒

∏
Yi is the natural em-

bedding, admits an extension ϕι :
∏m

i=1(Ei + Fi) → K such that ϕι ∈ A and
‖ϕι‖α∗ ≤ λ‖ϕiE‖α∗ ≤ λ‖ϕ‖α∗ . Obviously supι∈I ‖ϕι‖α∗ ≤ λ‖ϕ‖α∗ < ∞ (and
consequently supι∈I ‖Lϕι

‖A ≤ λ‖Lϕ‖A <∞). By the ultrastability of A, the map

(ϕι)U(

m∏

i=1

(xi
ι)Ui

) := (ϕι(x
1
ι , ..., x

m
ι ))U = lim

U

ϕι(x
1
ι , ..., x

m
ι )

defines an m-linear map
∏n

i=1(Ei,ι + Fi,ι)Ui
→ K such that

‖L(ϕι)U
‖A ≤ lim

U

‖Lϕι
‖A ≤ λ‖Lϕ‖A ,

and hence

L(ϕι)U
∈ A ((E1,ι + F1,ι)U1

, ..., (En,ι + Fn,ι)Un
) =

(
⊗̃

m
α (Ei,ι + Fi,ι)Ui

)∗

.

The rest is to convince us that we have the chain of embedding
∏

Yi →֒
∏

Xi →֒∏
(Ei,ι +Fi,ι)Ui

. To this end for a point (yi)
m
i=1 ∈

∏
Yi and ι =

∏
(Ei, Fi) we define

yi,ι :=

{
ji(yi), if yi ∈ Ei

0, otherwise.

It follows that
J :

∏
Yi →֒

∏
(Ei,ι + Fi,ι)Ui

(yi)→ (y1,ι, ..., ym,ι)ι

is an isometric embedding by the definition of the norm in the ultraproduct. The
same arguments for

∏
Xi, defining

xi,ι :=

{
xi, if xi ∈ Fi

0, otherwise,

allow us to get the corresponding isometric embedding I :
∏

Xi →֒
∏

(Ei,ι+Fi,ι)Ui
.

It is routine to check that I ◦ (ji)
m
i=1 = J and thus ϕ̃ := (ϕι)U ◦ I is the required

extension of ϕ. �

The notion of locally α-extension admits an obviously symmetric form so it is
also possible the “polynomial version” of Theorem 4. This “polynomial version” in
terms of operator ideals works as:

Theorem 5. Let Q(·) be an ideal of m-homogeneous polynomials and consider an
embedding j : Y →֒ X. If a given q ∈ Q(Y ) admits a symmetric local extension to
Q(X) then there exists an extension q̃ ∈ Qmax(X).

Proof. The main ingredient of the proof is the representation theorem of [23]. Given
the operator ideal Q we define a tensor norm on finite-dimensional spaces, as usual,
by ⊗m

αs
M := Q(M)∗ and extend to all normed spaces Z by

‖z‖⊗m
αs

Z := inf{‖z‖⊗m
αs

M |M ∈ FIN(Z), z ∈ ⊗m
s Z}.

Now, for a given q ∈ Q(Y ), we restrict ourselves to the finite-dimensional subspaces
of Y and X . This is, ∀E ∈ FIN(Y ), F ∈ FIN(X) we know that q ∈ (⊗m

αs
E)∗ =
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Q(E)∗∗ = Q(E) admits an extension to q̂ ∈ (⊗m
αs

(E + F ))∗ = Q(E + F )∗∗ =
Q(E + F ) with sup ‖q̂‖Q < ∞. Similar arguments as in the Theorem 4, see [23],
provide us a full extension q̃ ∈ (⊗m

αs
X)∗ and using the representation theorem of

[23] we have that (⊗m
αs
X)∗ = Qmax(X). �

The preceding result admits also a formulation for multi-linear operator ideals:

Theorem 6. Let A be an ideal of m-linear forms and consider embedding ji :
Yi →֒ Xi for i = 1, ...,m. If a given ϕ ∈ A(Y1, . . . , Ym) admits a local extension to
A(X1, . . . , Xm) then there exists a full extension ϕ̃ ∈ Amax(X1, . . . , Xm).

We define now local α-complementation.

Definition 3 (Local α-complementation). Let j : Y →֒ X be an embedding and α
a tensor norm. We say that Y is locally α-complemented in X through j if there
exists a constant λ such that for every F ∈ FIN(X), every operator T : Y → F ∗

can be extended to X by an operator T̃ : X → F ∗ with estimate ‖T̃‖A ≤ λ‖T ‖A.

One has:

• Every space is locally ε-complemented in any superspace.
• Local π-complementation is a weaker notion than classical local comple-

mentation; i.e., local complementation implies local π-complementation.
Thus, every Banach space is locally π-complemented in its bidual and ev-
ery L∞-space is locally π-complemented in any superspace. The converse
does not hold: take an uncomplemented subspace Y of Lp, for 2 < p <∞.
Clearly, any M ∈ FIN(Lp) verifies that C2(M∗) ≤ T2(Lp), see [19]. By
Maurey’s extension theorem we can extend any operator Y → M∗ to Lp

with the norm of the extension controlled by a universal constant. Hence
Y is locally π-complemented in Lp but it cannot be locally complemented
because, being Lp is reflexive, it would be complemented.

Moreover, if X contains all finite dimensional Banach spaces, e.g. X =
C[0, 1], then X is locally complemented in E if and only if X is locally
π-complemented in E.

• Let ω2 be the tensor norm associated to the γ2 norm for finite rank operators
defined as

γ2(T ) = inf ‖T1‖‖T2‖

where the inf is taken over all possible factorizations T = T1T2 = T of T
through a Hilbert space. As a consequence of Maurey’s extension theorem
one gets that every subspace Y of a type 2 Banach space X is locally
ω2-complemented in X with constant at most kGT2(X)C2(X∗), see [19].

Definition 4. We say that every α∗-integral bilinear form on Y , a subspace of X,
separately extends to X if the following two conditions hold:

(1) Every α∗-integral bilinear form on Y ×Y extends to an α∗-integral bilinear
form on Y ×X.

(2) Every α∗-integral bilinear form on Y ×X extends to an α∗-integral bilinear
form on X ×X.

We are ready to connect the extension of bilinear forms with the notion of local
α-complementation.
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Theorem 7. Let α be a finitely generated tensor norm. If Y is locally α-complemented
in X then every α∗-integral bilinear form on Y extends separately to X.

Proof. Given a subspace M ∈ FIN(Y ) ⊂ FIN(X), we can construct the following
diagram

M × Y −−−−→ M ×X

i

y
yi

Y × Y −−−−→ Y ×X

ϕ

y

K

By hypothesis ϕ|M×Y extends to M ×X for all M ∈ FIN(Y ) and it is therefore
enough to apply Theorem 4. That every bilinear form on Y ×X extends to X ×X
follows the same arguments. Notice that if Y is locally α-complemented in X with
constant λ, then we get λ2 as extension constant for bilinear forms.

�
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